
 

vida e caffè Kloof Street Tanzanian single-origin bean Free Trial Promotion 

Terms and Conditions 

1.       The Kloof Street Tanzanian single-origin bean Free Trial Promotion is available from 15 
September to 30 September 2020. The Kloof Street Tanzanian single-origin bean is the 
second coffee on offer in all vida stores, other than the house blend Estrela, and is charged at 
R2.00 (Two Rand) extra per order. 

2.       The promotion allows customers to replace the house blend with the Kloof St. roast at 
no additional charge. Kloof Street Tanzanian single-origin bean is the second coffee on offer 
in all vida stores excluding Shell stores and beverage only self-service sites. 

3.       Customers who purchase any coffee beverage during the promotional period qualify to 
replace the Estrela house blend with the Kloof Street Tanzanian single-origin bean 

4.       The promotion is not limited to the number of coffee’s purchased per day. 

5.       Customers will pay full retail selling price for their selected coffee in order to qualify to 
trial the Kloof Street Tanzanian single-origin bean. 

6.       The Kloof Street Tanzanian single-origin bean is available in all vida e caffè stores from 
the 14th of September (14/09/20), excluding Shell stores and beverage only self-service sites. 

7.       The promotion runs from 15 September to 30 September 2020. The promotion expires 
at midnight on 30 September. 

8.       The promotion is valid for 16 days only. 

9.       The promotion is available in store only and will not be redeemable through the Vida 
App or through any delivery platforms including Uber Eats, Mr D Food, or Bolt. 

10.     The promotion cannot be redeemed at a vida store in Zambia, Mauritius, or Ghana 
should a customer be travelling over the South African border.  

11.    The promotion cannot be redeemed or exchanged for cash or any other menu item. 

12.    The promotion cannot be redeemed with delivery services like Uber Eats and Mr D Food. 

13.    Vida E Caffe Holdings (Pty) Ltd reserves the right to withdraw the promotion at any time 
without prior notification. 
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14.    Vida E Caffe Holdings (Pty) Ltd reserves the right to limit the promotion’s availability if 
reasonable grounds to suspect fraudulent use or misconduct is found. 

15.    Vida E Caffe Holdings (Pty) Ltd reserves the right to amend the above-mentioned 
promotional terms and conditions in all vida e caffe stores. 
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